
Snake Guard Snake Traps provide an
effective, safe and humane method of

removing snakes from where you
live, work and play.
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Cellars

Stables

Dog runs
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Use Snake Guard in:

Anywhere snakes are
a nuisance

Snake Guard
A humane solution to
snake control problems.
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Effective, safe, easy

Installs in less than a
minute, no tools needed

Entire trap is
biodegradable

Humane release;
uses vegetable
(cooking) oil

The OriginalThe Original

Snake TrapSnake Trap®

SG

Snakes have always played an

important role in helping

maintain nature’s ecological

balance. Through predation,

they help keep rodent and other

pest populations under control,

helping prevent the damage that

can come from rodent and

insect over-population.

Although valuable to our

ecology, few people want

snakes

.

Now, thanks to Snake

Guard, capturing and

removing snakes can be done

safely and humanely.

Snake Snake Traps come

with a specially formulated glue

that humanely, yet securely

immobilizes the snake, allowing

for safe removal.

in their homes

or where they work

Guard

Always use extreme caution as

trapped snakes may still be

harmful. To help ensure your

safety, please read and follow

the instructions and precautions

provided with the snake traps.

Guard

To release the snake, simply

pour liberal amounts of

vegetable oil on the snake and

on the glue around the snake.

This neutralizes the glue,

allowing the snake to go free at

the desired release location.

After the snake is free, simply

bag up and dispose of the 100%

biodegradable trap. Do not

attempt to reuse the traps.

Note: this sheet is not intended

to replace the Snake

assembly and installation

instructions. See the product

packaging for instructions.

Note: ALWAYS read all product information and the product label before application!!
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